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Advanced Investigative Techniques  

-If the criminal investigator approaches the case with the idea that a 
DNA hit in the sexual assault kit equals a conviction, the case may be 
headed for failure. 
-Anticipating the position of the defense attorney at the beginning of 
your investigation will help guide your efforts to overcome these 
defense positions that may impact your case at trial. 
-It will assist in developing advanced interrogation techniques, 
building evidence to validate the survivor’s account of the event, and 
overcoming the issue of consent at trial. 



Lessons learned in Detroit Cold Case Sexual Assault Investigations

The Detroit SAKI site identified a number of barriers that stood in the way 
of a successful cold case sexual assault investigation and prosecution. 

In 2009, over 11,000 untested rape kits were discovered in Detroit 
Michigan. After several years of planning and fundraising, the WCSAKTF 
was created in 2015. Over the past several years, we have:
-convicted 190 sexual offenders (mostly serial sexual offenders)

-representing over 1600 victims of sexual assault
-collectively representing 2500 – 4800 years in prison from these 

177 convictions 



Defining Micro- Corroboration
1. Verifying small details that can often demonstrate (or undermine) the 

credibility of a witness.

2. Identifying what seems to be insignificant evidence often overlooked in 
normal investigations because of overwhelming other physical evidence.  
(why look on Facebook for photos of the suspect holding a gun when you 
have the suspect arrested at the scene with the murder weapon) 

3. Identifying or documenting these small details overlooked when the crime 
was reported. 

4. Identifying new evidence now that we have a suspect. (traffic tickets, 
parking tickets, other arrests from the time surrounding the crime, or 
other connections that tie the suspect to the [1] crime, [2] scene or [3] 
victim). 



The address on the 
receipt Is the 

address of the 
defendant 

The date establishes 
the first sexual 

assault 

The sales person still 
works there and becomes 

a witness on the case 



The Verdict
Charles Pugh

Charles Pugh 
was sentenced after a guilty plea 
to the Michigan Department of 
Correction for a period of 5 – 15 

years.



Micro-Corroboration

Victim left women’s shelter at 330 am to take a city bus to a community 
center who then bussed her and others to Kmart by great lakes crossing… 
She gave the route she walked and where she picked up the bus… The 
Detective obtained historical bus routes off the internet and contacted 
Kmart to verify the employment of the victim (her name and she worked 
days nothing further). The Detective also contacted the community center 
project that ran the work program and confirmed they had such a 
program. This all countered the defense story that the victim was a 
prostitute. 



The Verdict

William Fuller 
will be a guest at the 

Michigan Department of 
Corrections for the next 

70 – 100 years….

William Fuller 



Date of offense –
four days prior to 

assault

Location of sexual 
assault was the 
same address 

listed by 
defendant as his 

residence

Defendant claims he does not live in Michigan and does 
not even know the areas. A traffic ticket issued four days 
prior to the assault clearly establishes the defendant living 
in Detroit at the residence where the assault occurred. 

Linking the Suspect to the Crime Scene 



The Gold Tooth Case 

This is not Carlton 
Dickerson!!!



This is Carlton Dickerson in MDOC until 2042 



-Victim was sexually assaulted in the City of Detroit on 07-25-1999 –
attacker was unknown

-Victim described her attacker among other details as having two gold 
teeth

-No new leads were established at the time and the CSC Case remains 
inactive for 18 years until the rape kit is tested as part of SAKTF

The Gold Tooth Case 



The Gold Tooth Case 

-When Carlton Dickerson is developed as a suspect, he has no dental 
issues whatsoever. 

-Det Mike Sabo knows he needs to explain the gold tooth issue at trial

-Defense will clearly try to make jury believe sex was consensual and 
there is still some guy with gold teeth out there assaulting woman in 
the City of Detroit 



The Gold Tooth Case 

-2 months later (09-22-1999), Carlton Dickerson is arrested on an 
unrelated crime. During interrogation, Detective notices that 
Dickerson has removed his gold teeth (rims). 

-Dickerson lies about throwing the gold teeth away and the Detective 
locates the teeth in Dickerson’s back pocket  



The Gold Tooth Case

-The Detective is unsure why Dickerson would do this, but knows he 
should confiscate the teeth and tag them as evidence. 

-Additional checking by Det Sabo, reveal the original DPD Detective 
from the 09/1999 arrest was still available and remembered the case. 
He testified at trial about the teeth and the report he wrote in 1999 
regarding the gold teeth.  



The Forensic Interview

-Paul Warrick case and the forensic interview

- 8-year-old victim and details of the house in which the assault 
occurred. 

- Suspect interrogation confirms details supplied by the victim in 
forensic interview



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://phonemus.fr/gallery.htm
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


The Bath Tub Case

-Victim was taken to a home and sexually assaulted at gun point in the City 
of Detroit.

-After the assault, the defendant filled the bath tub with water and made 
her bathe. 

-The victim noted she was made to take a bath because there was no 
shower head. It was only functioning as a tub with a tub filler.   

-Det Pat Moug returned to the home years later and photographed the 
bathroom tub. Shower head still missing***







Luster Burns was sentenced to an additional 10 
years for trying to destroy evidence on the case. 



Locating the vehicle linking the suspect to the crime 

-Victim describes the vehicle she was forced into and sexually 
assaulted in 2001 (newer silver or grey Jeep)

-OIC conducts a computer search of every address the suspect lived 
around the time of the assault.

-With the assistance of MSP, OIC obtains a list of vehicles and 
discovers a 2000 Jeep Cherokee registered to a cousin of the suspect 
living at the same address of the suspect. 



Linking the suspect’s vehicle to the crime

-Once the OIC had a possible vehicle, he conducted a paint match 
based on the VIN using an internet search and NICB

-PaintRef.com

-This confirmed the color of the vehicle was silver stone metallic 



Victim views a photo of a Jeep (same year and color) 
and confirms it could to be similar or the same 



Linking the suspect’s vehicle to the crime

This photo of the vehicle and work done by the OIC to validate the 
color match on the suspect car was entered as an exhibit at the trial.

Jurors commented after the trial about the great work done by the 
detective to validate small details. (locating a cousin’s vehicle 
that was living with the suspect at the time) 



Jury Found Michael Fleming guilty after just 19 
minutes of deliberation 



The Interrogation

-The interrogation of a suspect of sexual assault with DNA is a 
completely different type of interview.

-Allow the DNA/CODIS evidence to prove it happen. You need to 
prove there was no consent 

-Craft your questions accordingly!!!!!!!!!!!!



The Interrogation

-Treat the interrogation like the suspect is testifying. 

-Remember!  The jury may be listening (what does that mean?)



Interrogation
• This is not a REID interview
• Allow the DNA to prove it happened. Craft 

your questions to prove it was not 
consensual  



Interrogation

• Rarely will the defendant testify at trial

• This is your chance to question the defendant as if he were on the 
stand testifying 

• And follow up with questions like??? 



Interrogation techniques

• Do you really think anyone will believe it was consensual based on:

‒ Her injuries

‒ The location

‒ What other ways could you prove lack of consent. What question would you ask? 



-Remember this interview could be played for the jury 
at trial……………craft your questions accordingly!



Defense attorneys do this all the time 

• Question A Who?
• Question B Where?
• Question C What?
• Question D When?
• Question E Were you working as a prostitute that night ? 

(prosecution objects but the jury already heard the question that suggests an 
answer!!!!!!!!!!) 



Using the interrogation to prove lack of 
consent

-Identifying evidence that helps prove lack of consent

-It is your responsibility to craft questions to prove lack of consent 



Interrogation

• Never conduct an interrogation of a suspect without 
first reading the medical records and understand 
everything in the medical records. Everything means 
everything! Every code, abbreviation, hand-written note 
in the margin, ……everything.  These details are crucial!



LAB REPORTS

• Where is the DNA hit???? Ask about sexual acts.

• Anal swab - Does the defendant deny anal sex “I don’t do it in the ass”  -quote from Ronald 
Edwards case   

• Oral - Does the victim report oral/anal/vaginal and how does this compare to what the 
defendant claims



Medical records

Perhaps the single most import piece 
of evidence for your case



Medical records

• Could consist of medical records from the hospital

• Records from WCSAFE

• WCSAFE records may have photos of injuries
‒ You must ask for them from WCSAFE 



Medical records

-Let's talk

-Most hospital are required to maintain records for 7 or 10 years

-If requesting records from 19 years ago will the clerk even bother 
to look? 



Medical records  

-Make a personal appearance at the hospital records department

-Lay it on thick!!!!!! Share details of the case, explain how the suspect 
is identified in 6 rape kits!!!

-Share a success story from the last time they helped out with 
medical records 







Medical records no longer available ????

-If medical records are not available…
-Perhaps billing records are available to show the 
survivor was at the hospital  (this may build credibility 
for your survivor) 



Overlooked items in medicals

• Are these the clothing items you were wearing at the time of the 
assault? (discussion) 

• Missing/torn/dirty items of clothing
– Shows lack of consent  

• Were you menstruating at the time of assault?
– Tampon?

• Does defendant deny having sex with partners while menstruating?  



Know the victimology  

• Age, race, overall appearance
‒ Does the defendant deny having sex with:

§ Women outside his own race
§ Large women

• “I would never have sex with a girl that big” -quote from Ronald Edwards case. Edwards is 
currently at MDOC for 24-40 years

• She is too fat! Too ugly!
• Do I look like I would have to rape that? 



Victimology

• Does she live alone?
• Have pets ?
• Where does she work?
• What kind of car does she drive?
• Does she have kids? 
If defendant claims to know the victim or have an extended 
relationship, he should know the answers to these questions. 



Exculpatory evidence in the interrogation   

-DO NOT IGNORE IT

-During the interrogation, the defendant may reveal evidence which 
is exculpatory. 
-In a case at the WCSAKTF, the defendant claimed to know the victim 
and supplied details of her house, relatives, described a fire house 
next to her home (which he claims to have visited – not the scene of 
the sexual assault). 



Exculpatory Evidence  

-When the victim was interviewed again after the arrest, she 
admitted knowing the defendant – charges were dismissed.  
-During the interrogation – the suspect told detectives he was the 
father of a child with the Victim’s niece and had consensual sex with 
the victim more than once.   
-As part of the original investigation, victim viewed a photo line-up 
and denied knowing anyone-claimed it to be a stranger rape 



Victim’s account of the event

• Does location suggest lack of consent

‒ Alley

‒ Vacant home/building 

‒ Vehicle

‒ Open field



Victim’s account of the event

-Use sensory questions during forensic interview 
with the victim

-Neurobiology of trauma  



Victim’s account of the event

• Do the sexual acts committed suggest lack of consent?

‒Use of objects inserted  

‒Which order were they committed
§ ATM?        Suggests not consensual  



Victim’s account of the event

Do words spoken by the attacker suggest lack of consent ?
Fucking crack whore
Do what I say, and I won’t hurt you
How did it end? 

§ He just walked away
§ He told her to count to 100 before leaving 
§ He pushed her out of the car and drove off    



Addressing the issue of consensual 
partners

Almost always the first step in any investigation of cold 
case sexual assault.



Consensual partners

In Detroit, we convicted a consensual partner
Arthur Jemison 
22 -40 yrs



Consensual partners

-If it were not for a great forensic interview with the victim, and a 
Detective paying attention to details in the case, the case may have 
closed as a consensual partners. 

-4 year gap between sexual assault and beginning of consensual 
relationship 



Dealing with identical twins 





Identical twins

Edwardo vs. and Fernando



The father and son team

William Randolph King Sr.

Vs.

William Randolph King Jr. 









The Verdict

William Randolph King was 
convicted after a jury trial and 
sentenced 40 – 70 years in the 

Michigan Department of 
Corrections. 



Using Micro-corroboration in a date rape case

-Closely examine complete criminal history 

-All entry’s on the CCH- what started as a rape case may be charged 
as disorderly, A&B, or trespassing

-Contact every jurisdiction the suspect lived to check local 
reports/contacts that never made it to a CCH –CLEMIS, CRISNET, 
SUNGUARD, Campus police, OSSI… 



Using Micro-corroboration in a date rape case 

-These other reports from neighboring jurisdictions may produce a great 
404b witness 

-Check with the State Police –sexual motivate crime reports for your 
suspect’s name or activity in the DD-0079

-Witness interviews become highly important (who was at the party?  who 
did the suspect call the next day or after the assault ?  Surveillance 
cameras documenting victims level of intoxication – Evan Reed case ) 

-Suspect phone and credit card dumps – who bought the alcohol, who did 
the suspect call or text around the time of the assault?    





Contact Information

Lead Detective, Sergeant Ken Muscat
(313) 224-0273
kmuscat@waynecounty.com

Sergeant Mark Farrah
(313) 224-5741
mfarah@waynecounty.com
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